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Decus, Woollahra,
NSW; (02) 9363 4004
or decus.com.au

A large-scale, soft-focus floral
wallpaper by Phillip Jeffries
was the take-off point for a
decor scheme that bridges masculine and
feminine tastes in this Sydney bedroom.
The textured paper wraps around to cloak
the wardrobe joinery behind; dark-stained
floorboards and inky soft furnishings
balance the floral. The owners, parents of
four, love the result. “It’s so rich in colour
and texture and feels very luxurious.” >

Susi Leeton

Susi Leeton Architects +
Interiors, Prahran, Victoria;
0402 404 909 or
susileeton.com.au

CARTE BLANCHE
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Two rooms were merged to
create a spacious, light-filled
upstairs bedroom with walk-in
wardrobe and ensuite in this Melbourne
terrace. Central to the space, separating
the bed from the ensuite, is a wall of joinery,
wrapped in mirror on all four sides. “It sits like
a diamond, reflecting light and creating
optical illusions of an even larger space,” says
architect Susi Leeton. Taking her cues from
the iron lacework on the home’s facade,
she aimed for “delicate and pretty” notes.
White walls amplify the sense of openness.

Photography by Shannon McGrath (38) & Marcus Clinton (38).

‘It’s a delightful sanctuary at
the end of the day and a joy to
wake up in.’ Owner

Photograph by Anson Smart (36). Artwork by Chris Langlois (36).

DESIGN NOTES 36 Architectural renovation by Luigi Rosselli Architects. Phillip Jeffries ‘Bloom’ wallpaper. Society Linen bedlinen, Ondene. Gervasoni
‘InOut’ side table, Anibou. Berber rug, Robyn Cosgrove. Porter’s Paints Plaster of Paris (walls). 37 ‘Kalos’ linen-covered chair, Space. Pendant lights, Nice
Home. Silk patchwork cushions, Safari Living. SuperTuft ‘Karima’ carpet. Dulux Beige Royal Quarter (walls, joinery). 38 ‘Zebrino’ wall tiles, Trend Tile.
Phoenix tapware and towel rails, Reece. Stool and towels, Hunter & Stone. Home Design ‘Facet’ pendant lights, Bunnings.

Shona Telfer
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Fox & Finch Interiors,
Worrigee, NSW;
0422 216 403 or
foxandfinchinteriors.com.au

A soothing green outlook
and no near neighbours
inspired interior designer
Shona Telfer to install generous windows
in the bathroom of her own home on the
NSW South Coast. Keeping the colour
scheme and materials palette minimal
so as not to compete with the view, she
divided the space into wet and dry zones
to maximise functionality and minimise
mess. “The kids can splash around in the
bath to their hearts’ content but the rest
of the bathroom stays dry,” she says. >
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